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FTPWAY is an application that will help you connect to a FTP server and transfer files from one to another. With a simple GUI, you can move or copy files quickly, and with one of the several configurations available, FTPWAY ensures your connection is as safe as possible. Main Features: · Simple user interface. You won’t have to learn how to use the application. Just connect,
and start transferring files between the two computers. · Supports multiple locations. You can easily connect to multiple locations. · Supports proxy connections. To keep your connection as safe as possible, you can configure a proxy to use when you connect. · Supports to automatically create lists of available servers. Save them later on, and use them when you need to connect. ·
Supports uploading files through a scheduler. Let the application do the work for you, and focus on your job. · Support transfers in different modes. You can make the transfers using either the LAN, or the Internet connection. · Supports multi-threading. Your transfers will go as fast as possible, even if you’re using all of your CPU. · Supports SSL encryption. The connection is
protected with an SSL encryption, and you’ll be presented with a secure address to connect to. · Supports the TLS encryption. The connection is protected with a TLS encryption, and you’ll be presented with a secure address to connect to. · Supports NAT fast track. The IP address of the target computer can be changed, and the application will automatically look for this new IP
address to make the connection. · Supports the passive FTP transfer mode. This mode will make the transfer as efficient as possible. · Supports multiple files transfers in a single session. · Supports searching and filtering. You’ll be presented with a list of files, and you can browse them using filters to find specific files. · Supports transferring multiple files in one go. · Supports the
zip and tar archives. · Supports the UNIX, and DOS transfer formats. · Supports an unlimited number of computers for connecting to. · Supports the Linux, Windows and Mac OS. · Supports automatic directory and file creation. · Supports the creation of scheduled transfers. · Supports batch transfers. · Supports immediate relaunch after stopping the transfer. · Supports logging for
the FTP server. · Supports connection monitoring. This means the application can notify you when the connection has failed, or is about to
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Keymacs are a simple, but powerful way of switching, copying, and pasting in Windows. Whether it’s a regular keystroke or macro, users can perform all functions with just a single keystroke. Use it to make your computer feel like a fully-fledged keyboard, and never bother you with complicated keyboard configurations. Keymacs are a simple, but powerful way of switching,
copying, and pasting in Windows. Whether it’s a regular keystroke or macro, users can perform all functions with just a single keystroke. Use it to make your computer feel like a fully-fledged keyboard, and never bother you with complicated keyboard configurations. Keymacs are a simple, but powerful way of switching, copying, and pasting in Windows. Whether it’s a regular
keystroke or macro, users can perform all functions with just a single keystroke. Use it to make your computer feel like a fully-fledged keyboard, and never bother you with complicated keyboard configurations. Keymacs are a simple, but powerful way of switching, copying, and pasting in Windows. Whether it’s a regular keystroke or macro, users can perform all functions with
just a single keystroke. Use it to make your computer feel like a fully-fledged keyboard, and never bother you with complicated keyboard configurations. Keymacs are a simple, but powerful way of switching, copying, and pasting in Windows. Whether it’s a regular keystroke or macro, users can perform all functions with just a single keystroke. Use it to make your computer feel
like a fully-fledged keyboard, and never bother you with complicated keyboard configurations. Keymacs are a simple, but powerful way of switching, copying, and pasting in Windows. Whether it’s a regular keystroke or macro, users can perform all functions with just a single keystroke. Use it to make your computer feel like a fully-fledged keyboard, and never bother you with
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What's New In FTPWAY?

PhotoCollage is an application that helps you to create unique collages and graphics with your pictures. You can arrange your images in a variety of different modes, from vertical to horizontal, and with different page layouts. There is also a special mode, that helps you arrange your images in a tree. From here you can add text, and combine images with frames and borders. You can
also add copyright data to your photos, and place them in a number of different layouts, or simply paste them as wallpaper on your desktop. What makes this app unique and useful, is the ability to use almost any picture for the base, such as: • Pictures from your hard drive • Recorded video • Pictures from other apps • Bitmap images (8 bit, 15 bit, 32 bit) • JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIFF,
PCX, JPG and other graphic formats • RAW format With PhotoCollage, you can create a variety of interesting collages from your pictures. All in one image editor, that has some impressive special effects for your creation. What's in this version: New features and fixes You can now use a customized background for the main window. You can now use other PNG image file formats
than GIF, BMP, and TIF. You can now change the size of the video images that can be used as the base in the main window. Fixed a bug in the resize mode. Fixed a bug that was causing problems when loading photos with a certain format. Fixed a bug in the "Save image" option. Fixed a bug that was making the app crash when trying to delete a picture. Fixed a bug that was
causing problems when saving photos with a RAW format. Fixed a bug in the "Embed Photo" option. Fixed a bug in the crop mode. Fixed a bug in the frame mode. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when opening a picture. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when closing a picture. Fixed a bug that was causing the program to crash when opening an invalid
file. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when opening a picture. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when closing a picture. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when trying to rename a picture. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when saving a picture. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when opening a folder that contained a
picture. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when copying a picture. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when copying a folder. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when deleting a folder. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash when importing images. Fixed a bug that was causing the app to crash
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System Requirements:

Microsoft® Windows® 7, 8 or 8.1 64-bit and Windows® 10 2GB RAM 300MB hard disk space DVD-ROM drive 1.8 GHz CPU (4-Core) and 1.6 GHz CPU (2-Core) Graphics card: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX® 660 or better (128MB VRAM) AMD Radeon® HD 7870 or better (128MB VRAM) 2GB VRAM required Additional Notes: The game is not
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